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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker notes: Life sciences organizations including Pfizer, Baxter, Johnson & Johnson, Gilead, Takeda, Thermo Fischer Scientific, the FDA, Merck, and Eli Lilly have modernized throughout the value chain with AWS. Whether it’s AstraZeneca’s structured two-year journey to migrate R&D org to cloud, or born in the AWS cloud companies like Moderna, what we see is that once the cloud infrastructure is put in place, innovation can move at a much faster pace. But all of their innovations started where we are today: with a conversation around the journey to what’s possible.  



Accelerating transformation and innovation across the value chain

Running trial simulations 98% faster   

Hosting the largest blood-based 
research project in the world

HIT screening & early research analytics 
and AI

Shorten time needed to advance drug 
candidates to clinical studies

Enhance efficiency and effectiveness of
drug development 

Unlock value with data-driven, smart 
manufacturing and SCM

Optimizing manufacturing with big 
data analytics

Reinventing supply chain and 
manufacturing with “Insight 
Centers” 

Cloud-based, ‘Batch-of-one’ 
manufacturing

Using machine learning to 
improve operational efficiency

ML to mine RWD for complex disease state 
research and next best action 

AI powered digital therapeutic for 
personalized asthma prediction and care 
paths

Content tagging automation to ensure 
agile and consistent content delivery

Enabling personalized engagement to
improve care management

Use ML to quickly detect, collect, assess, 
report, and monitor adverse effects

Clinical 
development

Manufacturing 
& supply chain

Post-market surveillance 
& patient support

CommercialResearch 
& discovery

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moderna – Speed to marketTook a cloud-first approach to setting up their GMP manufacturing facility with SAP HANA ERP, and uses AWS services to connect with manufacturing instruments, robotics, and other integral systems such as LIMS, MES, and an OSIsoft PI data historian.Novartis – AgilityBuilt the Insight Center to create end-to-end visibility and use sophisticated machine learning models to improve the agility of the manufacturing process and ultimately improve production quality while reducing cost, unnecessary inventory, and machine downtime. Amgen – Connecting with the patientUsing ML to proactively detect, Collect, and assess adverse events



From ‘molecule to market’ – Our offerings and prioritized use cases are right on 
the mark to help our customer’s digitalization across the entire value chain

COMMERCIAL &
MEDICAL AFFAIRS

MANUFACTURING 
AND SUPPLY CHAIN

CLINICAL 
DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH 
AND DISCOVERY

DIGITAL
HEALTH

Digital
Innovation

North Star*
Lab of the future Patient-centered trials Smart factory Precision Experience

AWS Use
Cases

• Connected Lab
• Genomics/Multi-Omics

Workflow Automation
• Interoperable data 

ecosystems/collaboration
platforms

• AI-driven drug 
discovery 

• Intelligent trial design
• Control tower
• Remote patient 

monitoring
• Seamless, omnichannel

patient experience/
Digital Concierge

• Regulatory Intelligence

• Insight Center
• Golden Batch Analytics
• Computer Vision
• Deviation Intelligence
• Carbon Tracking & Reporting

• Connected Provider/Patient 360
• Advanced insights generation
• AI-driven Patient Journey Mapping/Outcome Prediction
• Personalized, omnichannel engagement
• Content Intelligence for digital engagement at scale
• AI-based engagement recommendations/NBE
• Connected, end-to-end patient platforms
• RWE and outcome based healthcare

Accelerate Innovation Improve Operational Excellence Enhance Patient- & Provider Experience
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“Cloud first” or “cloud native” life sciences companies see 
acceleration in the cloud…

Jan 13: Moderna finishes 
sequence for its 

coronavirus vaccine

March 4: FDA 
approves clinical 

trials

Dec 18: FDA issues emergency 
use authorization for 

Moderna coronavirus vaccine

Jan 11: China shares 
genetic sequence of 
novel coronavavirus

Nov 30: Final data 
shows vaccine is 94.1% 

effective

“Today, we’re fully cloud based, and our scientists don’t go to the lab 
to pipette their messenger RNA and proteins—they go to our web 
portal, the Drug Design Studio that sits in the AWS Cloud. Through the 
portal they can access public and private libraries that contain all the 
messenger RNA that exist and the thousands of proteins they can 
produce. After that, they just press a button and the sequence goes to 
a fully automated, central lab where we collect data at every 
step…Our data scientists built algorithms to accelerate the design of 
sequences for messenger RNA. In terms of research, all our algorithms 
rely on computational power from AWS to further our science. On the 
manufacturing side, everything is fully digitized, paperless, and sits 
on AWS—including our manufacturing execution system. In fact, we 
were among the first in the industry to build our manufacturing 
execution systems on AWS. Then for clinical trials, most of our clinical 
trial data resides on AWS and we use Amazon Redshift for analytics, 
including those that supported our COVID-19 vaccine development.”

Marcello Damiani, Chief Digital and Operational Excellence Officer at 
Moderna

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/innovators/moderna/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First sequence of COVID in 2 daysFirst clinical batch in 25 days.Heavily using AI to rpaidly experience and design mRNA and DNAAutomating QA/QCDriving down bottle necks to save hours to months for clinical reviewThey want to drive a fundamental change from manual processes and lab benching to large scale simulation and industrialized mechaining.

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/innovators/moderna/
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Roland Smith
Sr. Director, Digital GxP Systems, Moderna

AWS also powers Moderna’s highly automated production facility, which 
runs AWS IoT services to connect the manufacturing instruments, robotics, 
and other critical systems that quickly deliver the mRNA constructs for 
experimentation. Integrating its systems on AWS provides Moderna with the 
ability to trace its manufacturing process, facilitating industry best 
practices in its supply chain, manufacturing, and quality control processes.
Moderna also used AWS to essentially copy and paste its digital 
manufacturing model onto its partner’s facilities for technology transfer, 
giving Moderna rapid access to the additional production capacity it needs to 
address global demand.

Scaling manufacturing: 0  1B doses in <18 months

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To illustrate, Let me share a story. Two years ago, the COVID-19 pandemic hit the world. Moderna, a clinical stage biotech company, who had yet to commercialize a drug candidate, was able to design an mRNA vaccine in days, produce an investigational product for clinical trials in weeks, and was able to receive emergency use authorization in months. This is an incredible story. But this is only half the story. This same company is on track to make and distribute over a billion doses in just 1 year. If someone told you 2 years ago, you would have said this is impossible? While there are many factors that contributed to the success of the industry’s response to COVID-19, companies that start by basing their technology stack in the cloud, give their teams access to the agility, scalability, and responsiveness that’s needed for such a market change. Here’s the key…the same cloud and machine learning technologies that made these gains possible are available today for many other therapeutics and vaccines, unrelated to the pandemic.Let me share just one tangible example, while There are many innovations that happened at Moderna and even with our other “born-in the cloud” Biopharma customers, let me brief talk about SAP. SAP is the core manufacturing system for nearly all of our Life Science customers. While most customers have already recognized the business agility gained by moving SAP to the cloud, COVID really demonstrated how you never can be sure when you’ll truly need that ability the most, so better to get started now. Moderna and several of our customers were only able to meet the rapid scale up of manufacturing for their vaccines or therapies because they had already begun moving SAP to the cloud before the pandemic hit. 
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Why Novartis is collaborating with AWS to transform 
Biopharma Operations

Key enablers

 Scale and agility of AWS platform

 Broadest & deepest capabilities in IoT, cloud 
infrastructure, and ML/AI

 Customer obsession and culture of innovation

 Organizational enablement and joint 
governance

Bertrand Bodson
Chief Digital Officer

Amit Nastik
VP Strategy & Operations, Novartis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moderna’s a great story, but we’re also seeing significant transformation happening with the Big Pharma as well. Cloud and machine learning technologies can and is being use to sustain mfg role as a competitive advantage to bring life changing medicines to market. This is essentially what Novartis was looking for in a partner and recognized the importance of teaming with a company that is helping advance the industry with cloud.And when it comes to advances, There are 3 primary advances I see today…One such advance is using machine learning to identify the key parameters that predict manufacturability or risk such as deviations in manufacturing or even across tech ops and manufacturing. While the machine learning part is critical, the less glamorous but equally important advance making it possible is our ability to get data about that molecule and similar molecules out of many data silos spread across the Research, Clinical and Manufacturing divisions.A second advance is the ability to immediately, and in some cases automatically, transfer learnings about manufacturing challenges to the right persona – scientist, process engineer, reliability enginer. Our customers are now applying both of these advances by leveraging cloud-based technologies like IoT, Data Mesh, Machine Learning and Knowledge Graphs.Last one is visibility. For these incredible life-saving medicines, manufacturing and supply chain visibility are more important and more challenging than ever. Patients, providers, clinic staff and many people within the manufacturing lab all need real time information and predictions about the location and status of both the patient’s cells and therapy manufactured. The same technologies that enable Amazon to show you when a package can be delivered to your home can help show all of those stakeholders when the drug product is likely to arrive and to then make real time changes to planned manufacturing or infusions.In my experience, working with Biopharma manufacturers, they tend to focus in three key areas: How to scale mfg quickly, how do we reduce increase predictability of supply, and how do we lower risk of shortages..------Teams to work together to design solutions fit for purpose for associates, ignore the complexity behind, empower finger tipsInsight center for value chain from beginning to end - how source, demand forecasting, shopfloor operation, and supplyWe have embarked on an ambitious transformation to become the leading medicines company powered by data science and digital technologies.What’s already happening/invested/POCs�-How do we standardise�-Point solutions that already exist�-How do we do this�-Agile + Scalable�- Start with those areas that are key bottlenecks or key enablers�-�-How did NVS use this approach, SPOT On, Procurement�-Flywheel�-Data and analytics platform, beyond 2 products, beyone 1 … 5 sites�-Onboarding at an accelerated rate due�-�-Dashboards.. Advanced analytics (of analytics)�-NVS – where is my batch KPI,�-Intelligent engine�






Optimizing & Scaling Smart Manufacturing Globally

Buying Engine
An intelligent buying platform 
to ensure the procurement of 

materials:

 At the best price
 From the right supplier
 At the right time
 In the right amount
 With the best delivery 

option

Empowering the 
manufacturing sites with 

advanced analytics for 
tactical decision-making in 

real time 

SpotOn



Transforming manufacturing
Future state: Smart manufacturingTraditional: Independent fragmented sites

Global

Product 1 Product 2 …

Amazon 
EC2

Amazon 
SageMaker

AWS 
RDS

Amazon 
QuickSight

AWS 
Kinesis

Raw Material,
CDMO

Schedule,
Demand

Customization             Complexity             Resources and time Agility             Reliability             Security

Site 1

Site 2

Site n

Suppliers Drug Substance
/ API

Drug Product Packaging Distribution/ 
Logistics

OutpostSnowball Edge

IoT & data management

Suppliers Drug Substance
/ API

Drug Product Packaging Distribution/ 
Logistics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Traditional approach Enterprise is responsible for IT/ Sites are responsible for OTSites (i.e. Drug substance, drug product, packaging) source different applications and infrastructureExpanding and changing network increases complexity & investments in resources/time to development and maintenance due to customizationFuture state: Smart manufacturingEnterprise and sites collaborateOne common IoT & data management platform integrating value chain from Raw Materials & CMOs to upstream demand & schedule changesCloud capabilities enable agility, reliability, and security need to scale digital across the organization



Using advanced technology to transform Life Science Operations

BioPhorum Digital Plant Maturity Model (DPMM)

Level 1
Pre-digital

Level 2
Digital silos

Level 3
Connected operations

PAPER AND SPREADSHEETS

Mostly manual processing

High reliance on paper and 
spreadsheets

ISLANDS OF AUTOMATION

Some manual processes

Site-specific systems

Analytics on-demand, high 
manual effort

FOUNDATION FOR INDUSTRY 4.0

Digitize/automate physical 
processes

Vertical integration

Standard applications and data 
usage across plant network

Security standard in place for 
patching shop floor 

Level 4
Predictive operations
INDUSTRY 4.0 – WAVE 1

Horizontal integration across E2E 
value chain 

Pervasive use of simulation 
and predictive analytics

AI for quality inspection

AI for predictive maintenance

Integrated compliance framework

Automate manual processes Integrate and standardize 
across internal plants

Operate as a plant network with 
predictive analytics

Transition to a new paradigm for 
Biopharma manufacturing

Level 5
Adaptive operations
INDUSTRY 4.0 – FULL REALIZATION

Adaptive, self-optimizing 
operations

Modular connected facilities

Autonomous robots perform 
routine site operations

At-line, In-line, real-time process 
verification

Industry Average Near-term Desired future state

What if… we had visibility into 
each product being produced 
across network?

What if… we could deliver 
twice the quantity at half the 
COGS?

What if… we could produce the 
right product at the right 
quantity for the right patient?

Framing the Challenge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although manufacturing digitalization among pharma manufacturing companies, there is no consensus on what actually constitutes a "digital plant." Different companies have different levels of aspiration, and so individual definitions of a digital plant vary in process and technology sophistication-all adding to the complexity of the picture. The Biophorum Production Operations Group (BPOG) convened 20 industry experts from 11 major pharma companies to create a single model representing the continuum of digital maturity stages for a biopharmaceutical production plant.  The model describes the stages of maturity from simple paper-based plants to the fully automated and integrated "adaptive plant" of the future. The model characterizes the different stages of digital maturity of the plant and its relationship with the wider value chain. The 2016 report informally assessed the 11 companies at level 2 with a minority number of plants at level 3. The aim of this UCP is to help our customers achieve level 3 maturity, establish a “foundation” for additional high-value analytical use cases, and deliver business results along the journey. For biopharmaceutical manufacturers, advancing through the digital maturity phases can mean 14% greater yield, 5 times faster cycle time, 2 times faster inventory turns and 12.5% higher capacity utilization than less mature manufacturers. [Emerson, APQC]In order to achieve a digital, dynamic, optimized, global operation, smart manufacturing needs to progress across levels of maturity.A common model like BioPhorum’s DPMM is a useful measuring stick to align technology capabilities with operational maturity. Today’s investments in digital technologies focus on setting the foundations of Industry 4.0 in place at individual plant levels.Tomorrow’s predictive plants marry a pervasive use of AR/VR, IOT, Digital Twin, and Horizontal integration across E2E value chain with a secure & compliant framework.



Where does manufacturing unlock business value?

Productivity

Speed to market

Agility

Sustainability

• Product and phase yield
• Cycle time per phase
• Non-value-added time
• OEE—equipment, labor, material
• Total production cost—material, labor, 

overhead

• Global and local capacity
• Process development time 
• Tech transfer time
• Dev/transfer process iterations

• Inventory levels—WIP, Store
• Inventory turns/forecast
• Throughput—batch execution time, 

changeover time, quality release
• Schedule adherence
• Capacity utilization

• Physical waste 
• Water consumption
• Energy efficiency
• Employee safety

Productivity

In a complex, dynamic vaccine production 
process, identified ways to increase capacity 
and reduce likelihood of production quality 
issues when scaling up to meet demand for a 
product constrained by manufacturing 
capacity.

Speed to market

Took a cloud-first approach to setting up 
their GMP manufacturing facility with SAP 
HANA ERP, and uses AWS services to 
connect with manufacturing instruments, 
robotics, and other integral systems such as 
LIMS, MES, and an OSIsoft PI data historian.

Sustainability

Utilized IoT-enabled equipment for 
real-time monitoring and machine learning 
to improved operational efficiency and 
20% reduction of energy usage in the 
plant.

Agility

Built the Insight Center to create end-to-end 
visibility and use sophisticated machine learning 
models to improve the agility of the manufacturing 
process and ultimately improve production quality 
while reducing cost, unnecessary inventory, and 
machine downtime. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Competitors are always poised in the manufacturing space to do things better, faster, cheaper. Manufacturers are challenged to continuously innovate to remain competitive. At AWS, we’ve seen customers unlock value in the following areas:Productivity:  With biotherapies, reliable supply becomes both more challenging and critical for patients. This confidential customer had quality issue around a leading “sold out” vaccine but could not identify root cause using traditional approaches. By using AWS services to power a deep neural network, they were able to get new insights from their existing data.  Again, this aggregation of different data types and analysis would not have been possible with traditional techniques.Agility: Large global biopharma companies have built up global manufacturing networks, most typically, to supply small molecule, blockbuster drugs. In 2017, the revenue growth flipped and large molecule overtook small molecule in terms of revenue generation. We see a similar trend in R&D investments and pipeline focus. To scale production, out life science customers are connecting their manufacturing sites and creating the analytics and global control plan to operate in this new environment.Speed to Market: COVID-19 has highlighted how critical speed to market can be but this was the case before the pandemic. By being digitally native on AWS and running their business off 2 servers, Moderna has re-written how quickly a life science company can move and react to the market.Sustainability: Energy is always an area that contributes to cost and impacts sustainability goals. By using IoT technology combined with analytics and ML, Novo Nordisk was able to make a significant impact on their energy consumption.



Control, visibility
& tracking

Amazon
Promise

Accurate delivery 
promise & progress 

notifications

Digital supply chain = differentiated patient & customer
experiences

(1) Includes Fulfillment Centers (FC), Sort Centers (SC), delivery stations (AMZL), Amazon AIR facilities etc.

Predictions and
risk management

Amazon
Network

Stress tested network 
for demand or supply 

extremes

Automation and 
robotics

Amazon
Sites1

Increased operational 
efficiency and delivery 

speed

Data driven 
everything

Amazon
Perfect Mile

Delivery performance 
with root causes for 

promise misses

End-to-end 
collaboration

Amazon
Carriers

Relay for Carriers platform
to facilitate load acceptance

13

Not exhaustive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key to digital supply chains…Examples from Amazon…�Art of the possible…



Building a data-driven, connected operations platform for 
Life Sciences

WAREHOUSE & LOGISTICS
Automated Warehouse provides 
99% SL to plants, with visibility & 
predictive ETAs for all
in-bound materials

SMART FACTORY
AI/automation/IoT drive connected 
operations, enable resiliency, 10%-
15% improved yield and efficiency

DISTRIBUTION AND TRACK & 
TRACE
AI optimized logistics for route/ 
mode from 3PL performance, track 
& trace, predictive ETA, coldchain, 
etc.

PATIENT SERVICE
Real-time market signals, 
ecommerce, traceability

SOURCE & PROCUREMENT
AI aggregates PO’s & selects best 

supplier, ordering via B2B, based on 
past performance

MANUFACTURING PLAN
AI & optimization determine MFG  

plan & contract MFG, based on lead 
time, resources, service level, and 

financials

QUALITY & REGULATORY
AI aggregates documents and data 

to improve efficiency,  reduces 
errors, & quality events

SUPPLY CHAIN PLAN
Real-time market signals using AI 

and demand sensing improve 
forecasts 10%-20%

CONNECTED SUPPLY CHAIN
DEMAND | SUPPLY | INVENTORY | 

MANUFACTURE | TRANSPORT | 
DISRUPTION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Learn from Amazon – move from traditional push to patient drivenCOIBredth and depth of Amazon, simple diagram to talk about forecasting, demand planning, supply planning. Interection with our suppliersBusiness conducted today in over 180 countries, 17 with legal presence for transacting840k employees10s millions POs take place on weekly basisDiverse set of suppliers and servicing that in all the 180 countries1 integrated connected optimized platformNovartis - cognitive procurement – reduce 10% spendGlobal Top 10 – clinical demand and supply optimization – reduce patients off therapyGlobal Top 10 – distribution real-time tracking – reduce product lossTalk Track:Today, pharma planning is a push system – you decide how much you can make and use historical data to predict demand a few times per year. But this is very rigid. To optimize, we need to think about the patient back. Amazon turns this on it’s head. Interfacing with patient sentiment and patient demand signals which feeds into demand planning. This demand planning would be based off of probabilities and input conditions and real time demand sensing. As you move forward, it would be combined with manufacturing plan. Today, we sub-optimize with service levels which then feed into sourcing and procurement. Manufacturing plans based on actual throughput in real time and that is going to be feeding and updating your manufacturing plans accordingly. Quality operations automated and continuously monitoring to ensure efficient operations, high quality operation and safety. Once you create the batch you feed this into your logistics hub. AWS was born from Amazon which is now a recognized leader in supply chain. Amazon is still an important customer for us today and are always pushing us to innovate on behalf of our customers. It's through our customer obsession that we engaged our customers deeply and understand the challenges they face in Manufacturing & Supply Chain. Through working with the top leaders in the Life Sciences & Biopharma industry we see our experience in manufacturing and supply chain translating to the new Life Sciences operating platform.Amazon fulfillment has been optimized for direct-to-consumer operations and to limit friction in last-mile deliveries. Learnings from here can be critical for Life Science companies looking to improve fulfillment logistics for degradable products, such as vaccines or biologics. It's through our customer obsession that we understand their challenges and we see our  learnings and experience in manufacturing and supply chain translating to the new Life Sciences operating platform.  The operating model starts with patient  demand planning which would be based off of probabilities and input conditions and real time demand sensing. As you move forward in the operating platform it would be combined with manufacturing plan. It's through collaboration with the industry in enabling life science operations platform we are  constantly innovating on our analytics, IOT and AI/ML platforms along with bringing in new services such as Amazon Forecast, which leverages ML in delivering highly accurate forecasts  and AWS Neptune which is a graph database for highly connected datasets as few  enablers. Using such technology enablers with a connected data driven platform at the core, solutions are build for each of the pillars shown in the  Operations platform



Digital Supply Chain | What we’re working on with customers

A global pharma customer is reducing the need for 
human intervention when reporting and 

evaluating temperature excursions during storage 
and transit.

Temperature Management

Reducing temperature excursion costs through 
workflow automation and reporting

A global pharma customer is reducing the 
number of manufacturing deviations by 20% 
resulting in a leaner supply chain, reduction 
of safety stock thresholds, and decrease in 
operational waste using Natural Language 

Processing and Machine Learning services to 
generate novel insights in the root cause 

analysis.

Quality Management

Predicting deviations in manufacturing

Merck demonstrated the ability to recognize 
and extract handwritten data with 95% 
accuracy and observed 100% accuracy 

detecting text and numbers in Certificate of 
Analysis documents with anticipated cost 

reduction equivalent to 4 full-time 
employees after industrialization.

Product Data Management 

Enabling intelligent document processing

Clinical Supply Chain

Automating demand forecast for 60 Supply 
Chain Leads

A global pharma customer is using Amazon 
Forecast to identify re-supply risks and predict 
supply needs for active clinical trials to reduce 

drug shipment expedition which incurs millions of 
dollars in cost each year.

Manufacturing Operations

Improving operational planning and execution 
efficiency by 20%

Novartis developed a scalable analytics platform to 
understand site-level performance via KPI’s and near 
real-time batch status to provide site operators and 

global corporate users interactive operational 
information to support efficient and proactive 

decision-making.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Digital Capabilities Model for Supply NetworksProduct Development (Product & Portfolio Management)Intelligent Supply (Intelligent Supply Analytics)Dynamic Fulfillment (Automated Fulfillment Signals, Chain of Custody and Integrity)Synchronized Planning (Enterprise Plan Reconciliation)Smart Operations (Efficient Operations Support)Connected Customer (Monitoring and Insights) – Not featured



Smart Clinical Trial Supply Chain Management enables proactive visibility of 
patient enrollment demand

Supply Chain 
Visibility Inventory Insights Demand & Supply 

Optimization

Accelerated Capabilities

Business 
Rationale

Business 
KPI

What it 
does 

Support alerts & notifications 
to proactively manage supply 
needs

Decrease stock-out & 
resupply expeditions

Accelerate clinical resupply 
planning 

Improve on-time receipt of 
shipments

Improve forecast accuracy & 
minimize expeditions 

Decrease cost per shipments

Technical Enablers

• Clinical Distribution Integration
• Time-series Forecasting

Enabling Services

• Amazon Forecast

• AWS Amplify

• Amazon Cognito

• Amazon DynamoDB

• AWS Glue

• AWS Lambda

• Amazon Redshift
Accurately predicts resupply 
needs based on patient 
enrollment & drug burn rates

Provides clinical site and 
depot inventory details by 
protocol, delivery lead times, 
and order details

Provides KPIs such as 
resupply status & expedition 
risk from historical protocols

Supply Chain 
Visibility



Provides real-time monitoring and reporting of environmental conditions 
using IoT

Temperature 
Monitoring

Excursion 
Management

Prototype Capabilities

Business Rationale

Business KPI

What it does 

Paper-based temperature 
monitoring at clinical sites result in 
excursions reported

Decrease number of deviations

Managing quarantined product 
excursions requires tedious 
analysis to determine actions 
based on allowable exceptions

Reduce time to close investigation 

Technical Enablers

• Real-time IoT device monitoring
• Analysis-driven notifications

Enabling Services

• AWS IoT Core

• Amazon Timestream

• Amazon DynamoDB

• AWS Lambda

• Amazon SNS

• Amazon API Gateway

• Amazon Cognito

• Amazon QuickSight

Consolidates and analyzes 
environmental condition excursions

Enables real-time monitoring of IoT 
devices to measure environmental 
conditions by location



Enabling Services

• Amazon SageMaker

• Amazon Comprehend

• Amazon Translate

• Amazon Augmented AI

• Amazon Ground Truth

• Amazon DynamoDB

• AWS Glue

• AWS Lambda

• Amazon Redshift

Deviation Intelligence provides real-time discrepancy reporting and 
predictive quality management

Deviation 
Management

Categorizes deviations 
based on free-text

Event 
Prioritization

Prioritizes deviation to be 
remediated based on 
batch release date

Root Cause 
Advisor

Suggests potential root 
causes from similar 
deviations

Technical Enablers

• QMS Integration
• NLP Modeling
• Near Real-time Reporting

Accelerated Capabilities

Business 
Rationale

Business 
KPI

What it 
does 

Improves track & 
trending ability 

Decrease number of 
deviations

Improves prioritization of 
deviation closures

Improve adherence to 
lead time

Identify recurring 
deviations

Decrease deviation 
recurrence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenge11k total deviation per year @ top 10 Biopharma50-75% of total LT variability caused by deviations, significantly increasing inventoryIneffective root cause and recurrence preventionExcessive efforts tracking & trending vs. implementing improvementsHow AWS helpsGain 20% improvement in generated deviations and lead time variability Improve cash flow position by $100M+ through more efficient and predictable executionMachine Learning/NLP models to identify systemic deviation trends and associated root causes & effective remediationsNetwork level view of pain points and root causes across manufacturing environmentsPredictive analysis of leading indicators and contributors to systemic quality and lead time drivers



Predictive Operations Solutions on AWS

Business 
Challenge

Solution

End-to-end transparency needed for faster 
decision making

Best batch every batch with consistent 
monitoring and automated data analysis

Manual visual inspection limits the speed and 
scale of production

• Improve operational planning and execution 
efficiency by 10-20%

• Harmonize reporting to enhance decision 
making for production and supply planning

• Reduce manufacturing disruption through 
insights derived from operational data

• Predict batch completion dates and anticipated 
yield through real-time data ingestion

• Improve batch yield by enforcing best process 
and material characteristics

• Reduction of Batch Rejects

• Most optimal and timely process adherence 
leading to least possible deviation

• Timely detection of deviation and correction

• Improve batch yield driven by more acute 
QA/QC sampling 

• Enhanced consistency due to automation of 
manual sampling and quality review

• Reduction in supply chain constraints driven by 
improved, predictable sampling accept/reject 
rates

• Improved QA/QC operational visibility

Operations Analytics Golden Batch Analytics Image Analytics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
		We see that a vast majority of these customers are seeking a simple solution that can aggregation and visualize data from various IT & OT systems to AWS.  By bringing data to AWS allows manufacturers to:Understand and improve processes across multiple facilities through configurable dashboardsPerform analytics to gain insights like reducing changeover downtime and increasing throughputProactively identify actions to improve production operations to improve productivity, quality, and efficiency.Customers want to be able to leverage the broad and deep AWS services to develop applications once and deploy them across their various manufacturing sites in an agile and consistent fashion using a common set of APIs and tools. Furthermore, customers need to be able to leverage investments in skills, technology, and processes across their various plants and sites spread out globally. They want to reduce the operational risk and reducing changeover downtime while improving productivity of their manufacturing operations. The Manufacturing Operations Analytics use case packages a Manufacturing Operations Analytics Solution Architecture and Deployment Expertise from AWS ProServe to implement use cases. The Manufacturing Operations Analytics use case package is for site managers and production planners in the manufacturing industry who are struggling with optimizing line performance, eliminating daily unexpected downtime, and hitting production targets.



Delivering innovative solutions across manufacturing and supply chain

Top 10 Pharma
AI-driven Quality 
management

MES Vendor
Application modernization 

OEM Vendor
Real-time monitoring solutions Lynx Cold Chain platform for 

vaccines

SAP S4/HANA modernization & 
database scale-up Vaccine production 

optimization with 
ML/AI

Change Assessment 
Knowledge Engine 

Top 10 Pharma
AI for Industrial Operations (Lookout 
for Vision, Lookout for Equipment, 
AWS Panorama, Amazon Monitron)

Top 10 Pharma
360* visibility and scenario 
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Thank you !
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